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PRODUCTS FOR BODY, MIND & SPIRIT confd from page 11
Hexcin International, Inc, a natural supplement company offering the only joint pain remedy products with CMS, offers arthritis and bursitis treatment for anyone suffering from pain-related disease and injuries. The primary component
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of Hexcin is CMS (cetyl myristoleate) which funcCMS
CMS
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tions in three different ways. First it acts as a highly effective lubricant in the joints, muscles and
other tissues, allowing them to move smoothly.
Decrease or loss of morning stiffness is commonly noted shortly after starting supplementation. Next, CMS functions as an anti-inflammatory. Relief from swollen joints is often seen after the 4th or 5th week of supplementation. Third, CMS is also an immune system modulator which can be effective against autoimmune diseases like as osteoarthritis and gout CMS relieves joint pain at its source,
reducing inflammation and irritation of the joints and tissues. It's also been helpful for
relieving muscle tension and fibromyalgia. Hexcin also contains other ingredients like glucosamine and offers a version for pets. People living with arthritis and joint pain can take
the Hexcin challenge, a three-month supply of Hexcin with CMS that comes with a moneyback guarantee. For more info, www.flexcin.com, www.flexpet.com or call (800) 505-0575.
Founded in 2007, Auri Footwear
set out to fill the gap between fashion forward technology and cutting edge styles.
"Dress shoes that utilize running shoe
technology. Boots that look good going
out on the town, yet can easily handle a
technical hike. And they absolutely had
to look great with jeans," says the company CEO, Ori Rosenbaum. Using premium full grain leathers (mostly high qualit
'
ity Italian leather) and new multi-zoned
Drifter
linings developed for NASA, Auri
Footwear incorporates certified technological materials, like Outlast for temperature regulation. Acting as a buffer
against extreme temperature that builds
up inside footwear, Outlast Technology
reduces sweat and keeps feet drier and
more comfortable. Other technologies
include Dri-Lex for moisture control, a
removable anatomical footbed with
polyurethane construction for comfort,
full TPU heel to midfoot stabilizer to
reduce fatigue and add support to the
arch and SEBS GEL in the forefoot and heeL Auri Footwear combines all this with reviving the lost art of artisan shoeni aking. Offering their customers boots, sports fusion shoes,
sandals and dress shoes, Auri Footwear's contemporary materials and designs offer
unmatched comfort, construction and support as well as the hippest styles. The company's
new line includes: "Drifter," a sport fusion shoe, "Ladies Man," a dress shoe fashioned on
the bygone era of Hollywood when men were men, and 'Tallen Angel," a boot featuring
a full high abrasion rubber outsole with full 45 mm lugs for maximum traction. In fact
many celebrities are Auri fans - Benjamin Bratt, Mario Lopez, Jamie Foxx all wear Auri
shoes. The shoes are comfortable in the boardroom or on the boardwalk Made with
impeccable craftsmanship, they're well worth the investment. Besides, why should
women have all the choices? Auri shoes can be purchased at select retailers across ihe country. For more info, wwwaurifootwear.com.
Now you can enjoy your wine while saving the environment
too. Boisset Family Estates announces the debut of Fog Mountain,
the first California wine in a 1-liter PET bottle launched in the US.
Fog Mountain is 100% Merlot sourced from prime growing areas
throughout California and features a dark ruby color with aromas
of rasoberrv iam. Mouth-filline black cherrv. dustv chocolate and
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power, neutralizes odor and acts as a degreaser; Borax (sc
er and soap booster, stain remover and inhibits mold grov
which contains disinfecting properties and is a vegetabl
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